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AssrnA,cr

Compressible laminar jet mixing of a dusty fluid issuing from a

circular jet has been considered by using Saffman's model for dusty fluid.
The carrier fluid has been considered to be compressible and the flow of
the jet has been assumed to be under full expansion from a nozzle.
The governing equations have been linearized by the method of small
perturbation and have been solved by using successively Hankel and
Laplace transform technique. A numerical quadrature rnethod has been

employed to calculate the integrals giving the velocity, temperature and
density of the fluid and particle phase respectively. The magnitudes of
velocity and temperature of the fluid phase are greater than those of the
particle phase near the exit of the nozzle whereas the reverse results occur
in the downstream direction. The increase of the concentration parameter
o increases the axial velocity and temperature for fluid as well as particle
phase near the jet axis. Far away from the nozzle exit, the particle
velocity, temperature and density decrease and attain the value of the
surrounding stream.

1. Introduction:

The mixing of an axisymmetric iet of a compressible dusty fluid
exhausting into a uniform stream requires much attention in view of its
application in atmospheric pollution, rocket motor exhaust, etc. Pai []
has studied jet mixing of a compressible fluid issuing from a finite
opening. The flow of the jet is assumed to be under full expansion from
a nozzle, i.e., the pressure of the flow at the exit of the nozzle is exactly
equal to that of the surrounding stream.

To simplify the inherent complexity of the dynamics of the dusty
fluid, certain assumptions are made in most of the available literature
(cf. t2l-t4l). Soo [5] considered circular jet mixing of a dusty fluid with
clear fluid where the carrier fluid is considered to be incompressible.
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Heassumedthedustyfluidtobeofhighlydilutesuspensionandsolved
the problem by dropping the drag force term in fluid momentum equatior

andbyneglectingparticlemomentumequationinthetransversedirection.
Datta and Das [6] have solved the problem of florv and heat transfer c:

axisymmetricjetmixingofanincompressibledustyfluidconsideringthe
dragforceandthemomentumequationinthetransversedirectionofth:
particle phase.

The present study considers the carrier fluid to be compressible an:

the governing equations have been linearized assuming the flow to b:

laminar. The basic equations have been solved by perturbation metho:

and by using double transform technique of applying successively Hank:'

and Laplace transform. A numerical method has been used to compu:'

the integrals representing the velocity, temperature and density in tL=

mixing region of the jet'

2. Basic Equalions :

Since in the present case, the flow is of boundary layer type tL:

equations governing the steady two-phase axially symmetrical compressib.:

flow can be written as
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the fluid and particle phase respectively, T and Tp are the fluid and
particle temperature respectively, p and pp are density of the fluid and
particle phase respectively, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure for
the gas and c, is the specific heat of the solid particles, t. ald r,r are the
mementum and thermal equilibration time respectively, pr is the coefficient
of viscosity for the fluid phase. The equations (1)-(8) have been written
using Saffman's [2] model and are valid for spherical dust particles of a

few microns radius. The equation of state (Eqn. 4) arises due to the
compressible nature of carrier fluid.

Assuming the flow from the nozzle to be under full expansion, no
pressure variation occurs throughout the flow and the velocity and
temperature of the jet differ only slightly from that of the surrounding
stream, Then it is possible to write

Lt: Ll,*ttl, v:yt, u!- upo* Lrpt, |p: |plt T:T,*Tt
Tp*Tp*76 and po: ppo* pg with w 1 I uo1

tt1t11ltps,T1 4. <To,Ty1<Tpo,pp1 11pp6 (9)

whete uo, upo, To, Tpo

are uniform velocity and temperature at the nozzle exit.

Introducing the following nondimensional quantities,

(10)

and under the above assumptions the equations (l)-(8) can be written in
the nondimensional linearized form after dropping the bars and suffix /,
AS
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uo"*: -(vp-v), 
(16)

' 0z

,*'#= -? ?f,,{r,-r), 
(17)

The equation (ll) has been obtained by the substitution of equation

of state to the equati"" "i 
continuity. sincl the pressure is assumed to

be constant and the ;'i;' fluid is considered to Le compressible' p' p'

and K cannot u" t"gu'ita as constants but vary with gas temperature 7-

Therefore, we write,

0"":?:+, hJT*: rr (18)

The problem now is to solve the equations (11)-(17) under the specified

nozzleexit and boundary conditions given below'
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3. Method of Solution:

The equations (11)-(17) ate highly coupled partial differential

equations in the seven unknowns u' ltp' r' vp' T' Tt' and pp' We use a double

transform technique of first employing Hankel transform with respect to

the variable r and tt"o fupiu"e tra'sfo'm with respect to variable z'
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Similarly, taking Hankel and Laplace transform of the equations (11),

(13), (14), (16), (17) and using the relevant boundary conditions (19)-(27)

and solving for T, Tp, v, rp &rtd pp we get
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To obtain v1'vp &ad pp we substitot" r:A+;, 4:'* in (11), (14) and (16)

where /, and f, are continuous functions of z and r, and take the first
order Hankel and Laplace transform successively.
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4. Discussion

Togetaninsightintotheinteractionofthedustparticleswiththe
fluid, numerical computations have been made' The dimensionless
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velocity, temperature and density at the exit of the nozzle are taken to be
unity and Pr:0'72, c,l co:1.9. u.,o:upra:Tro:T?ro:prro:6.1. The
results have been presented in graphs to show the influence of the
concentration parameter oc on the physical quantities.

To evaluate the improper integrals given by (35)-(41), Gauss three-
point quadrature rule have been employed. To avoid the singularity g:g,
these integrals have been evaluated taking lower limit to be small enough
(f:0'0625) and upper limit to be (:2g for obtaining sufficienr con-
vergency. However, asymptotic values of /,(f) and "rr(o have been con-
sidered for large values of the argument.

Fig. I shows the axial velocity of the fluid and the particle phase for
-:0'l ,0'2 and for z:0'0625, O'25. It is observed that the axial fluid
velocity ez is greater than the axial particle velocity up flr"&t the nozzle exit
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Fig. I : Proflles of fluid and particle perturbation velocity
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whereas up is greater in the mixing region and finally both the velocities

attain the free stream value at far downstream. The zeros of u and up are

shifted as we move in the downstream direction, indicating gradual

broadening of the jet width. The magnitude of u and e.rp increases with

the increase of dust Parameter o..

The profiles of the perturbation fluid and particle temperatures 7

and Tp respectively have been shown in Fig. 2. The thermal interaction

between the fluid and particle phase indicates that heat is transferred from

particle to the gas in the mixing region of the jet. Therefore, a compres-

siule dusty gas jet does not cool as fast as a pure compressible gas jet.

With the increase of dust parameter o the magnitudes of T and To

increase.
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Fig.2 : Profiles of fluid and particle perturbation temperature
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In comparison with the results of the incompressible flow [c'f' 6] it

is found that the jet width does not change significantly' But the fluid

and particle temperatures are greater in the present case due to the

compressibility nature of the fluid. Further, the present result compares

favourably with the numerical results of the clear fluid given by Pai Il]"
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